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Association for Christians in Student Developm ent

we look fo rwa rd to the annual ACSD
Conference at Biola in june, I want to
ncourage yo u to pray for john Back and
the Biola staff as they prepare to host our time
together on th eir cam pus. As staff from past host
institutions know, it takes a great deal of time and
ene rgy to prepare for the an nual conference. The
Biola staff have done a great j ob in planning and
working out th e details of the confere nce. Please
j o in me in praying for them. It would be a real
encouragement to them if yo u would take a few
moments and send a note or an e-mail message
letting them know that you are praying for them.
In the fall I reported th at the Executive
Committee will be meeting with six or seven past
officers in Chicago in February to discuss the
fu ture of ACSD as an organ ization . The following
areas will be explored: scope and limitations of a
volunteer-based organization, engagement with
the secular academy, establishment of institutes
for professional en ha ncement, stewardship of
funds, professional research and publications,
and services to the membership. I will report on
the outcomes of this meeting at the business
meeting of th e annual conference.
The three-fold purpose of ACSD has served th e
organization well sin ce its founding in 1980. Our
mission is:
• To promote professional growth and provide
opportunity for Christian fe llowship and
exchange of ideas.
• To integrate the use of Scripture and the
Christian faith in the student developm ent
profession .
• To provide various services for membership.

As an organization com mitted to serving its membership, we need to assess our purpose and services on an on-going basis a nd all that we do
should affirm our mission.
Included in this iss ue is a ball ot for yo u to vote
for President-Elect a nd Secre tary. I want to
encourage you as a member of ACSD to vote and
participate in th is process of electing new lead ership for th e organization. T also want to express
my appreciation for the faithful service of Mary
Ann Searle who has served as Secretary over the
past two years. Mary Ann has made a significant
conU"ibution to th e coll ective work of th e
Executive Committee, a nd it has been very help-

"I love those who love
me, and those who seek
me find me." -Proverbs 8:17
ful to have the perspective of a Christian who is
working in the secular academy.

As I write my last column for the Koinonia, I want
to say a big "thanks" to the Executive Committee
(Everett Piper, Denise Bakerink, Mark Troyer,
Mary Ann Searle, and Sharon Givl er). I have thoroughly enjoyed working with them and serving
the members of ACSD. We have almost 1000
members and more than half of our membership
attend the annual conference. We are blessed to
have one of our institutions serve as host each
year and plan a four-day confe rence. I encourage
you to support Everett Piper as he leads ACSD
into the next millennium as President.
It has been a privilege to serve ASCD during th e
past four years. As I leave office, I simply want to
affirm some of my thoughts fi"om past columns:
• A reflection of th e a uth entic ity of our ministry to students is our abili ty to extend the
same care and compassion to our fellow staff
and facul ty.
• Our ability to make a diffe rence in the lives
of students we serve will be refl ected in our
own spiritual integrity.
• God promises that He will be faithfu l to us,
but we have to continually re-discover His
truth. Hopefully, students are not the only
ones at our colleges who are learning!
• Proverbs 8:17 reads, "I love those who love
me, and those who seek me find me. " This is
a reminder that in the midst of the challenges we face in our work, God loves us, and
when we seek Him, He responds to us.
May the Lord grace yo u with
wisdom and compassion as
you finish anoth e r year of
serving students, and may
you be blessed as yo u see students go forth whose lives
have been touched by yo urs.

I(QINONIA
Spring 1999
EDITOR: Sharon Givler
n preparing for the 1999 ACSD conference theme Building Structures for
the New Milleniwn, it seems timely to
re-visit Dennis Sheridan's address to the
membership at th e 1998 conference. In
Beyond the Horizon: Student Affairs Practice
in the 21st Century, Sheridan addresses
the issues of technology, diversity and
access, teaching and learning, resources,
and accountability. In light of his study of
93 chief student affairs officers at
Christian colleges and universities and
the work of ACPA's Trends Analysis project, Sheridan sites these five issues as
having great potential for affecting student affairs practice in the next century.

I

For additional preparatory reading for
this year's conference at Biola, 1 invite
you to read the reprint from a chapter in
Hugh Hewitt's recent book, The
Embarrassed Believer: Reviving Christian
Witness in an Age of Unbelief, and the
review of his book submitted by Chris
Carlson of Gordon College. He'vlritt will
be one of the keynote speakers of the
conference. Debra Elliott, Project
Administrator of The Boyer Center and
Scott Preissler, Vice President for
Education at the Christian Stewardship
Association, also offer timely information
and challenge in this spring issue of
Koinonia.
Please note that it is time to exercise your
voice and vote . This year we are conducting elections for the positions of
President-Elect and Secretary. Cast your
ballot by placing a stamp on the reply postcard, conveniently provided for you in this
issue, and return it to me by May 10, 1999.
As always, I welcome your contributions
to the Koinonia.
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People are Hungry to Tall<
about the Deep Things
By Hugh Hewitt
We are honored to have Hugh Hewitt as this year's A CSD Conference ojJening keynote
speaker. Hewitt will assist us in understanding how the culture is influencing the kinds
of students entering our institutions and how we might work more effectively in challenging and supporting intellectual, moral, emotional and spiritual growth in these students. The following is a chapter from his most recent book; The Embarrassed Believer,
Reviving Christian Witness in an Age of Unbelief, reprinted with permission from
Word Publishing. Nashville, Tennessee. All rights reserved.

It is particularly important
for believers to understand
that a time of great opportunity for evangelism is
opening up-has opened up.

he debate had been fairly intense.
The crowd of two hundred co nsisted overwh elmingly of humanrelations professionals who were wedded
to the amorphous cause of affirmative
action. My te levision studio and the
Human Relations Commission of Los
Angeles had jointly sponsored a "dialogue" e ntitled "Beyond Affirmative
Action," which turned ou t not to go very
far beyond the issue of the day:
Propositi on 209-the Califo rnia Civil
Rights Initiative, which became law in
1996. At th e time of this debate th e controve rsy surrounding the CCRI had just
begun to sv,~rl. It still continues to S\~~rl.

T

j ects sh ould be in troduced. "Give it a
break" is the motto. T he weary participants, after all , deserve their getaway to
unfold unm olested.
Well, afte r this pa rticular verbal twelvero under, th e executive director of the
com mission, Christopher McCauly, came
up smiling broadly, grabbed my hand,
and gave me an intense look. "''m really
looking forward to yo ur God series," h e
said. "It ~~~ll mean a lot to me."

The discussion had been c i1~l , but the
of the participants could not be reconci led . And follm~ng a too-long two
hours of back and forth , we adj ourned.

~ews

There's a space in time that follows all
such forums. It is the co urtesy zone,
wh e rei n no m atter how sh arp the
exchange or how deep the disagreement, the participants mix and m ingle
and smi le and acknowledge that, after
all, it's just a forum. Watch C-SPAN to the
end of any given program , and yo u \~ll
see that this milling around follows nearly every presentation.

The sudden juxtaposition of an in tense
affirmative-acti o n d e bate with my
Searching for God in America series was jarring. As was this self-disclosure. Lots of
folks greet television people with throwaway lines about sh ows th ey've watched
and enjoyed. But few go out of the way to
declare value in that which they haven 't
yet seen.

A cardinal rule of the courtesy zone is
that th e debate ought not to carry over
into it. Certainly no new or taxing sub-

I did not inquire at the time why Chris
was looking forward to the sh ows. More
than a month passed, but I continued to
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ask myself why he would care and why he
would tell me he cared. Finally I called
him at his office to ask why he thought he
was going to eruoy it. When h e returned
the call , he said that in the last year he
had experienced a personal reli gious
re newal. Through All Saints Episcopal
Church in Pasadena, h e had begun to
search for God, and h e had come 180
degrees in his relationship ,.,~th God.
Thus his inte rest in the series: It was arriving on the air not long after he had
arrived back in church.
Another story. As election '96 began to
heat up in the spring of that yea 1~ my
friend Bill Press-now of Crossfire f"alne
and a hopeless, if amiable, lefty-decided
to p itch television stations in th e Los
Angeles market on the idea of a right-l eft
commentary segmen t. The first station we
targeted was channel 9, KCAL-TV. One
week into the discussions, Bill landed the
Cms.VZ1ej ob and moved to D.C. But KCAL
still wanted to talk, so I made my way in
early March to the restaurant on the
Paramount Studio lot to meet th e station's
political producer, Lisa Eichenberger.
We were at lunch for two hours, and
except for the first twenty minutes, the
su bj ects were God, religion, A.n1erican
spirituality, and the rise of belief. Lisa is
herself a Presbyterian but also an enthusiastic proponent of 77le Celestine Prophecy,

a book-as I've already argued-the very
co mm e rcial success of whi ch und e rscores America's search for the transcendent even as its conte nt drags millions
away ti-om the pa th to genu ine faith.
Once again , my Searching experience had
allowed a conversation to open a door
that is normally barred, and two people
who had never met before, both wo rking
in the business renowned for its hard
edges and standoftishness, were deep
in to a conversation abo ut God. In all fa irness, the accelerated intim acy of the co nversation was helped along by our discovery that Lisa was a great friend of; and
had been maid of honor in the wedding
of; a man with whom I had passed hundreds of hours of friendship in high
school. But, as Lisa said, such meetings
are not accidents.
Of cou rse the reaction of two people to a
pending television series and its host hardly makes a statistically significant sampling.
But this reaction was part of the general
response of strangers to the title and subj ect matter of Searching for God in Ame1ica.
That pattern suggests a reason is behind it
all. Take my university facu lty. I teach at
Chapm an University Law Schoo l in
Orange County, Californ ia. As part of the
life of the university, fac ul ty members give
talks to each other concern ing their
recent work. I was asked to deliver such a
talk, and I titled it "Searching for God with
PBS" and included a bite-si ze summary of
the series. The room was set up for an
ordin ary attendance, but th e provost and I
were soon carrying in chairs to meet
demand. And the faculty was intrigued.
The dozen questions that followed my
thirty-minute talk were not the polite
thank-you-for-coming variety but rather
variations on the them e What did it mean?
Wh at were all these religious peo ple
telling you? Is another Great Awakening
upon us? Ought that to upset us?
Th e faculty forum was just a noth er
episode in the now nearly three-year-old
series of questions I've encountered as a
result of taking the subject of God seriously. Who 's buying th ese Dee pak

Approach the situation as
any intelligent agnostic
might. If nothing matters
and nothing lasts and there
are no guarantees, then
what gives life meaning?
Mere reproduction? Even
those who deeply love their
children intuitively know
there's got to be more.
Chopra books by the zillions? Wh o's
showing up at the Promise Keeper ralli es? Why are th ese megachurches going
mega? Is th ere significa nce to th e end of
the millennium? What's all this New Age
stuff? Is Jesus God? Is Mohammed a
prophet? Why is Islam advancing? V\lhat's
the Tibetan Book of Dying? I'm worried
about my kids; should I join a church ?
How do I know God is real?
A friend suggested to me that SFGA was
an expanded version of a late-night
gabfest among college sophomores lost
in the search for the meaning of life. He
was right. That's exac tly what it was. But
the sophomores a re now in their thirties,
forties, and fifti es or older, and they want
to continue the conversation . I have to
conclude that everyone enjoys the conversation , even if he or she neve r went to
college and never argued about whether
God exists.
H ere's what's going on, I think. It is particularly importa nt for believers to
understand that a tim e of great opportunity for evangelism is open ing up- has
opened up . Here's why.
The twin illusions of control and significance are shattered beyond repair.
The ill usion of control allowed its believers in America and beyond to hold the
idea that hard work and moral living
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would yield happiness. But they often
don 't. Rabbi H arold Kushner, autl1 or of
When Bad Things HapjJen to Good People
and a guest on my series, forcefully
assa ul ted this myth in his reco unting of
th e traaic
death of his son. In fact, evil
t>
and tragedy are everywhere around us,
and it is getting harder not to noti ce.
Practi cally everyone who has reached the
age of forty has directly expe rienced
un fair suffering.
The idea of American omnipotence was
an unspoken assumption of the yo uth of
most baby boomers. There were enemies, certainly; but we could outthink
and outspend even the combin ed fo rce
of the Sovie ts and the communist
Chin ese. \tVhile Vie tnam shattered th e
fa ith of many younger peo pl e in
Am e rica 's purpose, it did not de nt th e
unde rl yin g assumption about the cou ntry's power. It was Am erican omnipote nce that re pulsed so many among tl1e
antiwar crowd . And on the other sidethe Sil e nt Majority side of the street- the
discontent was not that America lacked
th e abili ty, tl1e power, to run the world
but that it lacked th e will. Both sides
co uld agree at least that the co untry was
a supe rpower of almost unlimited
resources.
This beli ef supported not just th e
Vi etnam expedition but th e Great
Socie ty, th e Apollo program, the expl osion of the higher education imperative,
and the Am ericanization of global culture as well. The idea that talent, wealth,
and smarts should control tl1e future
seeped into everyone 's outlook. Hubris
was to Ame rican life what fluorid e
became to American water.
Even as tl1 e illusion of control took root,
th e oth e r grand illusion, the illusion of
significance, allowed its adherents to
beli eve in enduring contributions and
the stability of influence or powe r. Th e
rapidi ty of decline and th e suddenn ess of
powe r and taste shifts clobbered this one
years ago. Some politicians sti ll labor
under tl1e misapprehension that they
Continued on fJage 6
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People Are Hungry to
Talk About Deep Things
matter in the long haul. But if the collapse of the Soviet Union and the fall of
the Berlin Wall stand for a nyth ing, it is
for the proposition that noth in g human
lasts for very long, even when backed by
totali tarian force. The acceleration of
obso lescence is marked, and the age of
the Internet is the age of zero contro ls.
Once the beliefs in the possibilities of
control and significance blew up, the rise
in the interest in spirituality was
inevitabl e. Set aside our Christi an beli efs.
Approach the situation as any in tel ligent
agnostic might. If nothing matters and
nothing lasts and there are no guarantees, then what gives life meaning? Mere
reproduction? Even those who deeply
love the ir children in tuitively know

God's got a tractor beam,
and He's flipped the switch.
It's working. We are collectively drawing close to Him.
Some of us are aware of this
and want to know what's up.
there's got to be more.
The quest for that "more" is what powered the interest in SFGA. Sort of. But not
wholly. Anyone who believes that confusion and chaos in th e culture are the on ly
things behind the burgeoning in terest in
spiri tuali ty has bought into a secu lar
response. If you examine that response
yo u will see the quiet, corrosive influe nce
of pse udo-psychology at wo rk in th e
explanation of spiritual hunger. Folks
uncomfortable with the big q uestion
abo ut the existence of God hold on to a
psychological explanation for th e

upsurge in wondering. It is an explanation that is plausible for them because it
obviously connects the rise offaith with a
"rational" explanation for all this praying.
But th ere is another explanation as well.
Star Trek fans know of the potency of th e
tractor beam . 'vVhen the Klin gons wish ed
to pull an unsuspecting earth-craft into
their range, the tractor beam went on.
vVhen the starsh ip l!.' nterjJrise needed to
retrieve its small command vehicles, its
tractor beam went on . Tractor beams
were invisible rays that acte d as
retractable grappling hooks.
High concept: God's got a tractor beam,
and He 's flipped the S\·l~tch. It's working.
We are collectively dral·l~ ng close to Him.
Some of us are aware of th is an d want to
know what's up. Others are unaware
... for now.
The risk I take in w1iting the preceding
two paragraphs is that the highbrows
among Embarrassed Believers abandon
this book the moment this first, less-thanserious device arrives on the printed page.
Effective imaging doesn't work for them if
it's insufficiently highbrow, and Sta1 Trek
~~II not do. Give ' em some lines from Sufi
mystic Rumi that are impe netrable ,.,~th
out a decade of train ing, and that' ll hold
their attention, but not Star Trek
But th e tractor beam is exactly th e
answer that fits any th eology an d the only
explanation that can un ifY the similar
reactions of tremendously dissimilar people. Insecurity is indeed on the rise.
Absolutely. But that need not compel a
rise in the interest in spirituality. To say so
would overestimate the relative insecurity of our age compared with , say living in
Paris in 1791. I am not aware of any great
spiritual awakening during tl1e Reign of
Terror.
On tl1e oth er h and, if God does exist and
He 's upped th e power of His call on His
people a notch or two, well then, all sorts
of hard to explain things make sense.
How does the mortar get sucked out
from between the bricks of a Berlin Wall?
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Why do books on angels fly
off the shelves?... Why do
acquaintances you've known
for decades reveal that
recently they've started
attending a weekly Bible
study?... How does a movement like the Promise
Keepers put a million people on the Mall in October
1997?
How does the Middl e East long rent by
insolvable conflicts find and hold on to a
genuine progress toward peace, even in
the face of horrible stresses such as have
marked jerusalem in the past two years?
Why do books on angels fly off the
shelves? Why did tens of tl1ousands j ourn ey to Medjugore in the former
Yugoslavia in the belief tint the mother
of a Man born two tl1ousand years ago is
appearing there regularly to children?
VVhy do acquaintances you've kn own for
decades reveal that recently they've started attend ing a weekly Bible study?
How does a movement like the Promise
Keepers put a million people on tl1e Mall
in October 1997?
Of course there are still tremendous horrors in the world. The killing fi elds of
Bosnia and Rwanda are just additi onal
reminders that the '90s have produced
butch ery on a scale with any other time.
But it is impossible to deny real, measurable upti cks in concrete evidences of religious beli ef. I have already mention ed
Promise Keepers, the parachurch movement that effortlessly fills stadiums ~~th
vast crowds of men in search of spiri tual
significance and tl1at stunned America

with its national gathering in 1997. And
an evangelist like the Harvest Crusade's
Greg Laurie is addressing imm ense
crowds, including more than sixty-three
thousand in Orange county, Californ ia's
Anahe im Stadium on july 4, 1996, and
an overflow crowd in the same stadium
(then under ex tensive renovation) a year
later. And the re is the "new church"
movement, captured in its inte nsity and
sign ifi cance by journalist Charles
True hart in the August 1996 issue of the
A llantic Monthly:
The Churches are remarkable
chi efl y for their size. Many of these
(mostly Protestant) congregations
co unt thousands of people in attendance on a weekend-in some cases
more than 10,000. For their hugeness they are often known , and
often chagrined to be known as
megachurches. Among the other
labels one h ears are full-se rvice
churches, seven-day-a-week churches, pastoral churches , aposto li c
churches, ' new tribe' churches,
new paradigm churches , seeke r
sensitive churches. No ti·VO or th ese
terms mean quite the same thing,
but together, like blind men with
the elephant, they describe the
beast rather well. These very la rge
and dynamic congregations may at
the moment number no more than
400, but are th e fastest grm~~ng
ones in the country.
Not eve n a large raft of statistics will turn
so me heads. Some cannot allow themselves to focus on the phe nom ena I've
just reeled off. The prospect of th e triumph of faith is too upsetting for too
many skeptics. Particularly if it grew so
close as to compel a personal evaluation
of the issue. Very quickly each of th ese
"movements" and many others- th e rise
of Christi an publishing and music, for
exampl e- are boxed up and shipped off
to th e warehouse of untidy facts and surprising/ unse ttling discoveries.
I am aware of how harsh the j udgement
of an elite can be, and I've already heard

some of tl1at collected judgement denigrating the renewal movement in the
U.S. The skeptics are sti ll numerous. The
Roman Emperor.Julian ought to be their
hero. More tha n sixteen hundred years
ago he attempted to reimpose paganism
after nearly fifty years of unfettered
Christianity. Julian fai led. H e liked the
old system , but the rise of Christianity
had crushed it beyond recovery.
Christianity prospe red even though the
empire that first persecuted and tl1en
nurtured it collapsed.

No, the real danger to the
new revival is not in the
skepticism of elites but
rather in carnival mysticism: a melange of beliefs
and bits of philosophy
backed by CDs of Gregorian
chant.
And I think any attempt to dismiss the
growing spiritual revival outright Vlrill fa.il
as well. The tractor beam is too strong.
And the need is too great.
No, the real dange r to the new revival is
not in the skepticism of elites but rather
in carnival mys ti cism: a melange of
beliefs and bits of phi losophy backed by
CDs of Gregorian cha nt. The "mys tical"
is however, very th in. Substance is
required, and discipli ne. Not surprisingly, each of my guests on SFGA emphasized rigor in religious practice. More on
that later. There are worse things than
non belief.
But the lesson is ob,~ous. The great
churning is well advanced. People want
to ask even th e most unsophisticated
questions and man y a re increasingly
refusing to allow embarrassment at their
lack of sophistication to overcome their

curiosity. They want to know about God .
In fact they want to know God.
The one overwhelming obstacle continues to delay millions. Peopl e are embarrassed by their desire to know God .
Hoffer an d his allies past and present
have clone their work well.
Hugh Hl'luitt is the co-host of Los Angeles PBS
affiliate KCET's night!)' news show Life & Times
Ton ighL He is the author of' two jHevious books,
the winner of' two Emmys, mipient of' the 1997
Gold MedaLlion Book Award and the I 996 Wilbur
Award jrO'In the Religious Public Relations Council.
f-Ie is em honors graduate oj'llarvmd College and
the Univemty of Michigan Law School. He served
six )'ears in the Reagan Administration in a variety
of jJosls includi·ng Assistant Counsel in the While
House. !-Je is j;resenll)' a law jJivfessor at ClwjJIIWn
Unive1sity Law School in Orange, Califomia.
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BUILDING STRUCTURES
FOR A NEW MILLENIUM
The annual ACSD 1999 ConI ference promises to be an excellent way to begin the final countdown to the new millennium.
Hosted by Biola University in sunny
Southern California, the conference
is set for June 7- I 0, 1999. The conference theme, "Building Structures
for a New Millennium" will provide
a fo undation for challenge and discussion of the role of Christian
Student Affairs professionals in the
field of Higher Education, both to
those who serve in Christian institutions and those who serve in the
public education sector.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON THE
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE AT
BIOLA UNIVERSITY
Y OU MAY CALL

562-903-6000 ,

EXT.

5845 .

The Legacy of Ernest L. Boyer, Sr.:
The Boyer Center at Messiah College
By Debra L. Elliott
rnest Boyer was one of the first
authors I learned to respect as a
graduate student of student affairs
during the mid 1980's. I realized then
that with in education circles, when Boyer
spoke people listened. This was good
news for those of us in student affairs
because his prophetic voice call ed for a
recognition of the value of the co-curriculum and helped to infuse co-curricular professions with greater meaning and
challenge. For example, in response to
the fragmentation of campus life Boyer
recommended principles for strengthening campus community and bridging the
curricu lar and co-curricular in institutions of higher learning.' Even though
his life and career came to a close three
years ago, more than a decade after my
introduction to him, I am sti ll listenin g to
Ernest Boyer's passionate message for
education but with greater adm iration
through my work with a n ew scholarsh ip
center established in Boyer's honor.

E

The Boyer Center was launched in the
fall of 1997 at Messiah College and is still
in a start up phase. Soon, however, the
Center will be initiating n ew programs
and o pportumttes. By introd ucing
Koinonia's readership to th e Boyer
Center's conception, mission and formation this article should encourage ACSD
membe rs to look for and become
involved in these future activities.

Boyer's Ties to Messiah College
After his death in December 1995,
Ernest Boyer's family was faced with a
decision about what to do with th e large
collection of papers, awards and memorabilia that had accumulated during his
career. 2 Several institutions approached
th e Boyer fami ly abo ut h ousing these

items, including Stanford University. But,
it was finally decided that the papers
would go to Messiah College for a permanent archive coll ection. The reason
for this decision was that Dr. Boyer and
several of his fam ily members have
strong ties to Messiah. Ernie attended
when the school was a two year Bible
Coll ege, at which time he met his wife,
Kathryn (Kay) Tyson, also a student. In
addition , Ernie and Kay were both raised
in the Brethre n in Christ church,
Messiah 's founding denomination.
During his career, Ernie served on
Messiah's Board of Trustees for many
years. After his death, Mrs. Boyer took his
seat on the Board. For these reasons
Messiah seemed like a natural home for
Ernie's papers and memorabilia.

The Center's Mission
The Boyer Center endeavors to prese rve
and advance the educational vision of
Ernest L. Boyer, Sr. To more fully appreciate both the historical and forward
looking components of the Center's purpose, it is h elpful to be fam iliar v.~th th e
"high water marks" of Boyer's career, the
th emes that shaped his work and the current status of the archive, programs and
leadership of the Boyer Center. Th ese
are summarized below.

A Brief Career Sketch
After his graduation from Messiah Bible
College, Boyer went on to finish his
Bachelor of Arts at Gree nville Coll ege. In
1956 he completed his doctoral work in
audiology at the University of Southern
California and went on to post doctoral
fellowships abroad and then to positions
in academic administration in California.
In 1965, Boyer was recruited as \~ce chancellor for the State Un iversity of New
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York (SUNY) , then the largest university
system in the world. In 1970 h e became
chancell or of SUNY and would serve for
the next seven years during an era of
great student unrest and instituti onal
change. In 1976, Boyerjoined the Carter
Administration as U.S . Commissioner of
Education overseeing 3,000 employees
and a $12 billion budget. In 1979 he succeeded Clark Kerr as president of Th e
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. '"'anting to stay closely connected to higher education, but
always mindful of the power of the press
and the import of public policy, Boyer
chose to locate the Foundation offices on
the campus of Princeton University an d
the Woodrow Wilson School of Public
and International Affairs. At the sam e
time he maintained an office 111
Washington, DC. During the Carnegie
years Boyer advised five U.S. presidents,
both republi cans and democrats, by serving on presidential commissions on education.
Boyer's belief that education was a "seamless web" shaped the research agenda for
The Carnegie Foundation during his
tenure. His writings offered critical analyses and creative recommendations for
the fu ll spectrum of education, fi-om preschool to graduate school. In addition,
Boyer worked to raise the status of Native
American tribal colleges, wrote a weekly
colu mn on education in the London
Times, chaired boards of various organizations in support of the Ar ts, such as the
Lincoln Center in New York City, and
worked on education reform in Ch ina.
At the conclusion of his career, Boyer's
work had influenced all levels of
American education and far beyond.

Robe rt Atwell, former president of the
American Council on Education,
described Boyer as "an evangelist of education .. . [he] never tired of carrying his
message of the importance of education,
and of its improvement, to any aud ience,
at any time, in any place."'

Boyer's Themes
Seve ral themes characte ri ze Boyer 's
vision of education:
A love r of words, he consid ered language
to be crucially important. Wh ether in
speaking or writing, his aim was to clarify
fundam ental issues with simp li city of
expression. He so rigorously revised his
writings that, in one instance, th e Boyer
Center staff found 200 drafts of one
chapter of one book.
Seeki ng advice from experts and lay persons alike, he was an attentive listener
and valued everyone's input.
He viewed life as a coherent whol e and
built bridges between people and disciplines that would not normally be linked
togeth er. For Boyer, all experiences are
part of learning and all of life is connected.
Boyer championed community as a
necessity for education viewing it as
equally important for the elementary
school and the university campus.
H e saw service as essential to the curriculum in order for learnin g to have relevance beyond the class room. Service
would enable colleges and universities to
improve practically the neighborhoods
and regions in which they are located. By
expanding the definition of scholarship
to include service, Boyer encouraged
professors to apply their research to real
community needs.'

Preserving the Boyer Vision:
The Boyer Center Archive
Toge ther with generous cooperation
from The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advance ment of Teaching and the Boyer
family, an effort to organize and index
th e manuscripts, speeches, correspon-

dence, calendars, awards and other items
that comprise the Boyer archive has been
underway since the summer of 1997. At
present, the project is approximately half
complete. The Center's goal is to provide
access to th e archive for scholars,
researchers and the public in an appropriate facility on th e Messiah campus and
electronically through the Center's web
site.' The Center is temporarily located
in a newly renovated house on Messiah 's
campus. Within th e n ext few years the
College is planning to build a more
extensive facility with room for interpretive displays, adm inistrative offices and a
conference center.

Extending the Boyer Vision:
Boyer Center Programs
To further the educational themes and
projects begun by Boyer, the Boyer
Center will conve ne workshops and conferences on a variety of education topics."
A Boyer Fellows program will support visiting educators, teachers and scholars in
their contributions to the educational
community. Finally, Boyer Reports on Best
Practices will showcase exemplary educational practices on a variety of issues.
Christian high er ed ucation will be an
important focus.

Leadership at the Boyer Center
Glenn R. Buche r, Ph.D., will become the
first executive director of the Boyer
Center in July 1999. Dr. Bucher is currently president of the Graduate
Theological Union, a consortium of nine
theological schools and ll affiliated
research ce nters located at the University
of California, Berkeley. lt is Dr. Bucher's
intention to have a five year plan for the
Center in place by this time next year.

Conclusion
Ernest Boyer was one of the most influential voices in education during the
20th century. Given his strong advocacy
for the importance of student affairs
work, co-curricular educators should feel
especially encouraged to participate in
the programs of a n ew scholarship center
established in his honor. It is this author's
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h ope that ACSD members will take
advantage of the Cen ter's future conferences and projects to work togeth er ,.,~th
faculty colleagues in carrying forward th e
th emes and vision of Ernest L. Boyer, Sr.

Notes:
1. Sec Cam.jJus Life: fn Search of Comuwnity by
Ernest L. Boye r, .J ossey Bass, 1990.
2. Give n Dr. Boye r's e nerge tic life a nd national
promin e nce, th e shee r volum e of items co ntained in th e archi ve coll ection is asto undin g.
For exa mpl e, he was awarded 136 honora ry
do ctorates including academ ic hoods and
fram ed dipl omas.
3. As quoted in the Ninety First Annual RejJort of

The Carnegie Foundation for lite Advancement of
'li'athing,.June 30, 1996, p. 20.
4. See sec ti o n on "The Scho lars hip of
App li ca ti o n ," page 21 and fo ll owin g in
ScltolmsltijJ ReronsidPrrd: Priorities of !he
Pmfrssoriote, by Ernest L. Boye r, J ossey Bass,
1990.

5. The Boye r Ce nte r's web site address is:
m1~v.boye rce n te r.org

6. The Ce nte r's first national conference, "The
Boye r Legacy: Prospects for a New Ce ntury,"
was held in 1998 in honor of Boye r and featured co lleagues Sheldon Hackn ey, form e r
Chair of the National Endowm e nt for the
Hum a niti es and former Presid e nt of th e
Uni ve rsity of Pennsylvania, Arthur Levin e,
Pres id e nt of Co lumbi a Teachers Co ll ege,
Ca ro lynn Reid Wallace, form er Senior Vi ce
Pres ide nt for the Corpo ra tion for Publi c
Broadcas tin g, and th e new Ca rn egie
Founda tio n president, Lee Shulma n.

Debra Elliott is Project Administmtorfor the Boyer
Center: She worhed in the area of housing and residenCf Life f or 10 years prior to ;oining the Boyer
Center staff at Messiah College.

Annual Conference
Sites Needed
Might you co nsider hosting the ACSD
Annual Conference in 2003, 2004, o r
beyond? The ACSD Executive Committee
desires to know of member schools who
would consider the possibility of hosting a
future confere nce. Applications and information may be obtained by contacting
Sam Shellhamer, ACSD Preside nt, at
Wheaton College, 501 E. College Ave. ,
Wheaton , IL 60187-5593; 708-752-5022;
samuel.a.shellhamer@wheaton.edu

~n Christian Leadership Training Today:
Connecting Student Development, Stewardship &
Nonprofit Education with Emerging Leaders

Filling Voids

An Interview with Scott Preissler, Vice President for Education
The Christian Stewardship Association
'
KOINONIA: You and I seem to agree, Scott,
that student life professionals could be the
vital linh in connecting emerging Christian
student leaders to nonprofit leadership education they miss in their traditional curriculums. Tthy is this so important today?

PREISSLER: Traditional curriculums for

the most part are not connecting eme rging Christian student leaders to essential
training in nonprofit leade rship education they need to lead ministri es in the
new millenium. We live in an Ame ri ca
where over 50% of charitable giving is
directed back to religious ca uses.
Refl ective studies over the past 60 years
show Christian leaders lack understanding of th e connections between pe rsonal
stewardship and nonprofit ministry leadership to mobili ze these reso urces.
Student life professionals can work
across the curriculum to fill in vo ids in
the tradi tiona! education of student leaders and h elp prepare them to effectively
lead nonprofit ministries in the new millenium.
KOINONIA: Tthy is it so important that
emerging student leaders learn about the
nonprofit sector and Christian principles of
stewardship?

PREISSLER: Student leaders do not com-

monly learn the fact that over 90% of
ministries in America are incorporated
as not-fo r-profit organizations. Ministries
in America own ove r 25 % of the entire
assets in America's nonprofit sector, or
that churches (also registered as not-forprofits) give more than all U.S. foundations & co rporations combin ed.
Ministries depend on the stewardship of
God's people to support efforts, and on

their leaders to effectively model stewardship practice in their own lives.
KOINONIA: Are there career opportunities
for student leaders who want to learn about,
intern in, and apply for jobs in the nonprofit
sector?

PREISSLER: Absolu tely. ln fact, while

most career opportun ities do not go
through traditional on-campus recruiting methods, there are thousands of job
opportunities each year in ministries.
Student life professionals could begin to
connect emerging student leaders to
these ministry opportunities through targeted education initiatives. For example,
include some reading on the nonprofit
sector or nonprofit lead ership with
Christian leadership u·aining. Have the
career services team develop listings of
registered 501 © 3 ministries and their
contacts for personnel in any of the 20
top nonprofit ministry fie lds . These
fields include foreign missions, Christian
broadcast/ radio/ TV, outreach and evangelism, and urba n development ministries. Here are prime opportunities to
integrate calling and caree r interests.

ed ucating students in Christian leadership in the nonprofit sector in America.
A recent survey of pastors in theological
training reported 85 % of pastors in
America have not learned Biblical principles of stewardship or how to teach these
principl es to their congregations. And
the Bible speaks to stewardship issues of
our time, talents and our treas ure more
than any other subject in the Bible; over
2,350 times! lt is easy to see that if we are
to adva nce ministry in America and
beyo nd in the next millenium, teaching
on stewardship upon which all nonprofit
minisu·ies are dependent, needs to be reintegrated in the education of emerging
Christian leaders. From my view in one
of the largest associations of Christian
leaders in the country, traditional curriculums are not keeping pace with the
need for this training. This is why I
believe that the educational programs
led by student li fe professionals can
more easily, and quickly begin to reintroduce stude nts to leadership trammg
which involve nonprofit and Biblical
stewardship prin ciples.

KOINONIA: You mentioned a void m
Christian higher education on this subject.
Can you elaborate on this?

KOINONIA: What would you say are some
of the topics student life professionals could
educate students on nonprofit and stewardship leadership principles today?

PREISSLER: Th e new fi eld of nonprofit

PREISSLER: vVhat our student leaders do

leadership and phil anthropic studies has
been in pl ace in secular higher education for over 15 years now. In fact over 90
collegiate programs offer majors or
minors in the subject. In contrast, only
one school in the CCCU coalition and
none in the AABC Bible College association has a form al major or curriculum

not know about these principl es, especially stewardship in their own lives cou ld
hamper how effective they will be as leaders. Our best and brightest student leaders need to kn ow about the field of nonprofit leadership, how ministri es organize and operate, the role of stewardship
and financial resources for ministry, and
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effective board and volunteer leadership .
Rodney Clapp once defin ed stewardship
as "spending money, time, talent, and
reso urces for the service and praise of
Cod." Practicing stewardship is design ed
to help us understand our discipleship to
the Lord and His work for us. With the
myriad of programs and roles of student
life professionals in campus life, there
are hundreds of opportuniti es ann ually
to integrate this "missing ed ucation" in
student life programming.
KOINONIA: You've said you feel emerging
Christian student leaders are at rish today of
missing opportunities to integrate career and
calling. How so?

PREISSLER: Student life professionals

are some of th e most influencial people
in student's collegia te years. Tf both professionals and faculty don 't partn er on
educational initiatives to teach students
about the role of Christian leadership
and ministry in the nonprofit sector, students \\~II graduate with out th e knowledge and skills to lead effectively. Here's

a prime exampl e of how the lack of
teaching on stewardshi p is hurting student's potential to ri se to Christian leadership we h ope fo r.
Today, 90% of stude nts will have one or
more consumer cred it cards before the
2nd semester of their freshman year of
college. 20 % of college students report
they don't know how much they accumulate in consum er credit debt, nor how
compound interest affec ts long-term
debt. Gambling on th e internet is growing faster among coll ege studen ts than in
any oth er segme nt of th e U.S. population. Christian plann ed giving experts
tell us that in th e n ext 15 years,
Christians can expect the largest transfe rs of family wealth ever on record;
somewhere between 10 and 13 trillion
dollars. Without education on stewardship principles our student leaders will
in crease in th eir debt accumulation and
not understand how to steward entrusted
family resources fo r Cod 's Kingdom
work in the future.

KOINONIA: If you could recommend teaching resources student life professionals could
use to integrate into programs, classes, or
dorm groups or studies, what would a few
resources be?

PREISSLER: I like the small group study

books and resources provided by Crown
Mi nistries in Longwood, Florida. A number of colleges have implemented th eir
small group studies with studen t leaders
turn ing out amazing results. The people
at Larry Burkett's ministry, Christian
Financial Concepts, are also putting out
some in credible reso urces for indi,riduals, dating couples, young marrieds, and
leaders. For student leaders in terested in
careers in nonprofit ministry leade rshi p,
I would also recommend contacting th e
Christian Stewardship Association for
cassette tapes of past conference presentati ons as well as the Christian Management Association . I believe both associations offer a very low cost student rate for
the ir national conferences as well.

Reply to an Idealistic Job-Searcher
By Dana Al exander
he exchange reproduced below is
real. It also embodies th e kinds of
encounters I have had with a distinct sort of stude nt or alumnus, getting
ready to laun ch out into a highly idealistic search for employm e n t. For yo u
Myers-Briggs afi cionados, these individuals are typically the INFP or ENFP types,
with a deep commitment to change the
world for better, but with the accompanying difficulty in putting wings to their
dreams . They are expert at ge nerating
possibilities ands vision, but struggle with
details, focus , and closure. T hey often
have a \~tal faith in Cod, and a commendable servant's heart.

T

While it is probably a given their employment pathway will be circuitous, with
many twists and turns (not th e "straight
line" of many other types), I have found
that there are a few principles th at can
h elp them in th eir j ourney. I hope my
reply to Juan ita may give yo u some ideas
as you encounter them as well.

Dear Mr. Alexander:
H ello, my nam e is juanita. Thank you for
calling me back and giving me your email address. Let me introduce myself. I
graduated in 1997 with a degre e I
Internation al Studies and Social

Sciences. 1 am currently studying French
and some other classes at a junior college
wh il e holding two waitress jobs.
What I seek fro mm you is what every
sen ior desires: h elp in finding a career. I
feel strongly tl1at Cod is calling me to live
overseas and to work with the poor in the
third world . However, I am not exactly
sure what I am to do and I am not really
sure how to go about findin g out. If I am
to go into missions, I would want to j oin
the mission agency my parents work for.
But they will not allow me to go overseas
until my college loans are paid oft~ which
\\~ II take several years, and I feel a greater
urgency. I was looking at non-profit corContinued on j;age 12
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Reply to an Idealistic
Job-Searcher
porations, but I just felt overwhelm ed at
the numbers and I didn 't know how to go
about narrowing them down.
I would like to help the people so that
they would be able to help themselves ti
like th e Peace Corps kind of stuff 11 but I
don't know if I want to be related to th e
US government. I don't feel called to
become a doctor, and I don't have a
background in agriculture at all. Un ited
Nations organizations require a lifetim e
of expe rience. I don't know whether I
should go on for higher education. I
think I am looking for an organizati on
which is large enough to ge t fundin g and
get th ings done, but small enough that I
would be able to grow 11~th th e company.
I don 't know what types fm-jobs I can reasonable expect to get based on my
degree.
If you could give me some advice an d/ or
resources, I would appreciate it.
Thank you for your tim e,
Juanita

Dear juanita:
You may have your work cut out fo r yo u!
You are really at th e beginning of th e
exploration process and that can be fi-ustrating when you are looking for closure.
Your profile of interests and motivations
is one I freque ntly run into 1-1~tl1 both students and grads: a heart for people, an
interest in missions, and a desire to live
in anoth er country. Finding a place to
realize all that is not easy, especially for
one without a lot of experience or expe rtise to offer, which , as ,.~th you, is often
ilie case. But, h ere are some thoughts
that I hope will help:
l ) First and foremost, you need to fmd
people who are doing what you would
like to do, and get as much informa-

tion from them as you can. In person
is best, but it may have to be done over
the telephone. Ask them how they got
where tl1ey are, what kind of education and training they h ave, what
opportunities there are and what they
are like, what might they do differently if tl1ey had to do it over, etc.
Not only will this help yo u t1esh out
your goals, but you also will have
made a contact that co uld be very
helpful now or in th e future . Let me
emphasize this: YOU NEED TO
TALK TO MANY, MANY PEOPLE. It
is the only way. Looking at lists of
organizations or reading articles
won 't do it. One of the things you
may find out is that there are actually
people doing exactly what you want
to do, or tha t they a re so few and far
between as to be unrealistic to pursue. You may also find that there are
many steps involved, steps that may
require months or even years before
you end up wh ere you want to be. I'm
sure this is not news to yo u, but
money will no doubt be a real issu e.
Pay tends to be very low or non-existent for th e kind of work you
describe, or yo u may have to raise
your own support, as your parents
have to do.
How do yo u find these people? First,
think of people who work for appropriate organizations, if you know any.
Think of those who know people in
this kind of work (e.g. coll ege chaplain, leadership director, people at tl1e
mission agen cy of your parents, etc.)
Think of peopl e who know lots of people, such as exte nded family, pastors,
or denominational leaders. Talk with
the alumni departm ent here; there
have to be alumni doing this kind of
thing and they would make excellent
contacts. You get ilie idea?
2) Surf the Internet. I have been amazed
at ilie staggering amount of information regarding just about anyiliing
that I can access ilirough the Internet.
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Most organizati ons and ministri es
have web sites tl1at can be invaluable (
and time sm~ng) in seeing if tl1ey really are what you are seeking.
3) Think about doing an internship,
wh ether it is a formal or informal
one. This ca n be a great way "into" an
organ ization or field tl1at wou ld be
im possibl e to simply go and find
e mployment in . It would give yo u
both experience and entree. Check
organ izational web sites for information on inte rnships, the Peterson 's
Guides to Internships, or just plug
"internsh ip" in to an internet search
engin e and see what you get.
In a way, you have to think of tl1is process
as one simil ar to writing a huge research
paper, or better yet, an in-depth article
for a newspaper, with lots of quotes from
experts and people in the field. Thro ugh
that process, you ~~II find your 1~sion getting clearer and more focused , wh ich is
one of the th ings you need right now,
and along with that the steps yo u ~~~ 11
n eed to take will become apparent as
well. Your question about higher education ,.,~ll also be answered because th e
expe rts ~~11 tell yo u if that would be a
good or necessary move. And when all is
said and done , you may find yo ur
research taking yo u in a totally un expected direction!
I hope this doesn't discourage you or
seem too daunting. I'm afraid it's th e
only way to get where you want to go, and
as you we ll know, God is ~~~tl1 yo u eve ry
step of the way. If! can be of more help,
pl ease let me know.
Sin cerely,
Dana Alexander, Director
Caree r an d Life Planning

Dana Alexander is the Director of Ca-reer and Life
Planning at Westmont College. His conversational
writing style in di-recting students about career
issues was avjJtured -recent!)' in an article on graduate schoolfJlanning, fntblished by The Wall Street
j ou·rnal in Managing Your Career.
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Executive Committee Ballot

FOR THE POSITION OF PRESIDENT-ELECT

Judy
Hiebert

Doug
Wilcoxson

FOR THE POSITION

RonL.

Coffey

Vice President
of Student
Development

Vice President
for Student
Affairs

Associate Dean
of Student
Development

College/
University:

College/
University:

College/
University:

Tabor Coll ege, Hillsboro, KS

LeTourneau U niversity, Longview, TX

Huntington , College, IN

Education:

Education:

Education:

MS in Cou nseling Education, Emporia
University

BS - Grace College, Indi ana.
Communication , Education, Psychology

BS, Business Administration , Huntin gton
College

Experience:

MA- Ball State University, Indiana.
Student Personnel Administration

MA, Student Personnel , Ball State
University

Student Development (20 years of service as Director of Learning Center,
Career Services, Director of Counseling,
Associate Dean, and 4 years as Vice
President)
High school teaching and coach in g (6
years)

ACSD Involvement:
Member since 1984.
Leadership & presentations: Presented
several workshops; assisted in facilitating
New Professionals Retrea t, 1997, 1998.
Will co-lead New Professionals Retreat,
1999.

Goals for the Position:
To be an officer in ACSD is like "standin g on the shoulders of giants" (Sir Isaac
Newton) . I will strive to be vision ary,
encouraging, and always use scripture as
my foundation. My goal wou ld be to continue the rich heritage of ACSD that has
so richly blessed me.

Vision for ACSD:
As Student Development Professionals
we have opportunities to teach , reproof,
train , and equip college students to be
salt an d li ght in the world. ACSD has a
rich history of encouraging and equipping professionals. My hope is that as we
face a rapidly changing new century, we
remain steadfast to our mission.

In progress: PhD- University of North
Texas, Higher Education

Experience:

Experience:
Resident Director, Fort Wa)~1e Bible
College . 3 years

Admissions Representative, Grace
College. 4 years

Associate Dean , Huntington College. 13
years

Career Development and Academic
Advising, Grace College. 2 years

Years of member ship: 16

Associate Dean of Students, Greenville
College. 1 year
Dean of Students, Greenville College. 5
years
Vice President for Student Affairs,
LeTourneau University. 2 years

ACSD Involvement:
Years of membership: 10
Leadership & Presentations: Regional
Representative, Student Academic
Advising, Peer Advising

Goals for the Position:
If elected president, I would continue
the effective use of the ex isting officer
and conference structure. As President, I
would lead the Association in developing
the following two area which are my passion: 1) identif)ring ways to maxim ize the
kingdom work of equippin g students to
be salt and light in their chose n vocations. Ephesians 4:12-13; and 2) identifying ways to shape the camp us learning
environm ent by teaming with faculty.

Vision for ACSD:
To remain faithful in pursuing Jesus
Christ so that our role in God's earthly
kingdom is clear.
To continue to encou rage educators for
the work of equipping students to be salt
and light in a world that God passionately loves and desires to minister.
To expand opportunities for professional
stimulation and research.

ACSD Involvement:
Leadership & Presentations: member of
New professionals Task Force; one of the
founding members of CoCCA; led and coled workshops in Student Activities and
Residential Life.

Goals for the Position:
I feel that I a vital part of maintaining the
sense of heritage of any organization is
closely linked to the quality and regu larity
of record keeping. It would be my goal to
ensure that such important documentation is we ll kept and cared for. As a member of the ACSD Executive Committee it
would be a goal to represent, to the best
of my ability, the concerns and issues of
the membership ofACSD.

Vision for ACSD:
My hope for ACSD is that it continue to
provide a place where Christian Stud~lt
Development professionals can make valued interpersonal con nections with one
another. Furthermore, it is important that
ACSD continue to encourage more
research and discovery related to what students learn as a result of tl1eir interaction
with Student Development practitioners
and programs.
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ION OF SECRETARY

]oeM.
Gonzales,Jr.
Assistant Dean
of Students
College/
University:
Moody Bible
Institute, Chi cago, IL

Education:

\
f

BA, Moody Bible Institute, International
Ministries, 1986
MEd, Loyola Un iversity, College Student
Personnel

Experience:
Resident Assistant, Moody Bible In stitute.
2 years
Residence Hall Director, Moody Bible
Institute. 4 yea rs
Assistant Dean of Students, Moody Bible
Institute. 6 yea rs

ACSD Involvement:
Years of membership: 12 years
Leadership and Presentations:
Presentation at ACSD Regional
Conference:
"Redemptive Discipline" (1990). Served on
the planning comm ittee for the 1988
ACSD National Conference in Chicago.
Headed the planning committee for th e
1994 ACSD Regional Conference in
Chi cago.

1998 • ACSD
Executive Committee Ballot
ast your vote today! Simply tear out
the ballot and add postage then drop
in the mail by May 10, 1999.

C

Goals for the Position:

\

1

As the Secretary of ACSD, my primary focus
would be to furnish accurate and concise
minutes to the executive committee members and members at large. My goal would
be to work with the regional directors to
explore creative regional activities to stimulate their current members hip and to pique
the interest of future members.

FOR THE POSITION OF
PRESIDENT-ELECT

0 Judy Hiebert
0 Doug Wilcoxson

Vision for ACSD:
I see ACSD as a storage house of resources
primarily divided into a strong reservoir of
knowledge and a well of spiritual refreshment. My desire is to see ACSD cast a
vision where the acquisition of knowl edge ,
as impo rtant as this is, is subservient to the
impl ementation of knowledge as part of
the process of our sanctification. In other
words, as we walk in the imago dei that we
use our gained knowledge LO encourage
and inspire one another to professional
exce llence and spiritual mentoring of our
selves, our students, and new professionals
in the field.

FOR THE POSITION OF
SECRETARY

0 Ron L. Coffey
0 Joe M. Gonzales, Jr.
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Beyond the Horizon: Student Mfairs
Practice in the 21st Century
By Dennis A. Sheridan, Ph.D.
ver the past few weeks I've bee n
involved in an exercise I could
not have imagin ed even three
years ago-I'm designin g my first webbased co urse for delive ry this summer to
graduate stu d ents in Haiti and th e
Dominican Republic. Most of the students will be missionari es or others
involved in Christian ministry of some
kind. As excited as I am about the possibilities of teaching students I've never
met through a medium I've hardly used,
I am equally apprehensive about how
this will all tum out. How can I provide
support and challenge to th ese "non-traditional" stud ents? How can I replicate
the dyn ami c of classroom in teraction?
How can T assure quali ty in the delivery
of the course? How can I be certain that
students will achieve th e intended outcomes?

O

Our society and its instituti ons are changing at a thundering pace. Just as webbased co urse and program delivery were
hard to imagine only a fe w short years
ago, the horizon is filled with innovations
and changes that are difficult to imagine
today. These changes will affect the very
design and delivery of every facet of higher education-including student development programs and sen~ces.
The American Coll ege Pe rsonn el
Association (ACPA) began an effort last
year to analyze the trends in higher education and to specifically explore how
these trends will affect student affairs
practice. The project is under the direction of Dr. CynthiaJohnson of California
State University, Long Beach, and was
undertaken by ACPA's senior scholars.
Their work can be very h elpful in our discussions regarding how we , as Christi ans,

understand an d perform our work as student affairs professionals.'
Last yea1~ in preparation for the ACSD
annual co nfe rence, I surveyed 93 chief
student affa irs officers (CSAO 's) of
Christian coll eges and universltl es
regarding the future of student affairs
practice ~~~thin their institutions. Th e
results of this study, in concert ~~~th
ACPA's Trends Analysis Proj ect, form the
basis of this article.

Greatest Concerns
When asked to identifY th eir greatest
concerns for the future, three issues
dominated the responses of the CSAO 's
in the study: the changing nature of college students, the competition for
resources, and confusion over mission
and purpose.
Many of th e CSAO's in the study
expressed great concerns about th e
changes in the kinds of students
enrolling in their instituti ons and what
this means fo r the future if the trend continues. They expressed great concern
about th e emotional, academic, psychological, and spiritual needs of students;
the diversity of student populations (residential-commuter, tradition al-nontraditional, m;oyority-minority) ; and the sense
of entitleme nt and narcissism present in
many students. As one dean wrote, "The
increasing baggage students come with
creates more opportunities for us to
respond, but will we be ready or able to
respond? Th e needs may be growing
faster than our support capabilities."
The CSAO's were also concerned about
resources. Person after person wrote
abo ut their struggles in budgeting, finding adequate space, staffi ng needs,
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equipment, kee ping up with growth ,
in creasing ex pectations on student
affairs with out the correspon din g
resources to do tl1 e job, inadequate training and prepa ration of professional staff~
and conflicts ~~~th physical plant. A 1~ ce
president of student affairs wrote, 'The
changing leadership in our institution
makes the future of our area an enigma.
The issues of growth , more students, better programs, more programs and services raises the question, 'Will we be
skilled enough at developing great new
tl1ings whi le maintaining an d polishing
what we already have to do?"'
CSAO's were also concerned about issues
of mission and purpose. Th ey wrote
about th eir fear of losing tl1eir spiritual
focus, losing a sense of community on
their campuses, becoming "too professional and technical" and losing their
emphasis on community and personal
relationships. Many indicated that there
is a lack of understanding of the value of
student affairs by faculty members and
administrators an d more than a few
expressed tl1 eir co ncerns about expanding into d istance education and other
non-traditional programs. As one dean
said, "The work clone in our area is not
seen as truly compl ementary to tl1e academi c mandate of the university. The professors have seen themselves as educators
of the total person for so long that tl1ey
don 't always seem to realize how cruci al
it is today for student affairs to be a part
of this goal \·~th them. "
In light of this study and the work of
ACPA's Trends Analysis Proj ect, I would
like to briefly address five issues which
have great potential for affecting the
nature of student affairs practice in the
Continued on jJage 14
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Beyond the Horizon:
Student Mfairs Practice in
the 21st Century
coming century: technology, diversity
and access, teaching and learning,
resources, and accoun lability.

Technology
There is no question that the technological revolution is having a profound
effect on higher education. In the classroom , students and teachers interact
through desktop groupware conferencing; large classes are downsized through
guided discussion software and campus
computer network applications; courses
utilize web pages and chat rooms to disseminate information and facilitate discussion; traditional classrooms are being
enhanced with computer networks to
project anything from PowerPoint presentations to videos to web sites; virtual
classrooms are being created using oneway and two way audio-visual links .
Outside the classroom, students visit our
campuses, obtain admissions information , apply for admission, receive academic advising, and register for classes without ever setting foot on campus. Once
they do arrive, students come to our campuses expecting computer accessibility in
every facet of their lives-from the computer lab to the residence hall room to
the library. Students are virtually connected to virtually everyone, on campus
and throughout the world. Computers
are used for information retrieval, course
preparation and delivery, reading assignments, entertainment, chat rooms, web
pages, and social communication.
Students function within circles of
friends who may physically be located
anywhere in the world.
Increasingly, students are accessing
courses and entire academic programs
without ever setting foot on a college
campus. Virtual courses, virtual programs, and even entire virtual universi-

ties are m place and in design. The
necessity of students, faculty members,
and administrators to be in close proximity in terms of time and space is a fastdisappearing proposition.
These changes are forcing student affairs
professionals to "let go" of our control of
time and space delivery of programs and
services. Creative thinking is needed to
find ways to promote whole person development in an asynchronous learning
environment. Just because we no longer
have control over the time and place of
our interventions does not mean that students are no longer in need of becoming
whole, complete, and integral human
beings.
In the CSAO study, a majority (56%)
indicated that it is likely that their institution will offer more student services via
technology in the foreseeable future; an
overwhelming 95% indicated that the
library of their institution will dramatically increase technological offerings;
and nearly 20 % of these respondents
indicate that in the foreseeable future it
is likely that most of their academic programs will be delivered in non-traditional ways.
The impact of the technological revolution on the development of students as
whole persons is uncharted territory.
There is very little research on the effect
of the electronic age in higher education, but this isn't slowing anyone down.
Decision-makers in most institutions are
hard at work addressing ways to "keep
up" with the rapid changes in technology. Student affairs professionals must participate in this dialogue, or others will
either define our roles for us or leave us
out altogether.
vVhat should we be concerned about?
• We must understand that traditional
program delivery can be enhanced by
technology if used wisely. Technology
can help us do what we do better.
• If students are not entering our time
and space, we must be prepared to
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enter theirs. Distance learners may
come to rely on student affairs practitioners as resources who help them
connect with service providers in
their local area for counseling,
recreation, cultural events, spiritual
formation, or even housing and
transportation.
• We must find ways to compensate
for the lack of peer interaction. The
student development litera ture is
full of evidence that peer interactions are very influential in the personal development of college students. Virtual peer groups can be
created on-line, and students can be
guided into real-life interactions
through course assignments and
institutional expectations.
• Technology has great potential for
creating "haves" and "have nots"
among students. We must become
concerned about people with limited financial means and limited computer literacy in order to help them
access a technologically revolutionized educational environment.
• Ethically and legally, new definitions
and understandings are emerging
regarding confidentiality, harassment, obscen ity, pornography, copyright and "fair use," privacy, search
and seizure, and freedom of speech.
• Spiritually, we must address how
technology can be used in the creation of community and for spiritual
formation. We must develop discernment for differentiating between
usefulness and danger and be v1~lling
to speak out on these issues within
our campus communities.

Diversity and Access
Our college campuses are becoming
increasingly diverse. This is good for us
because it helps us become globallyminded kingdom people who have the
competencies necessary for relating
effectively across cultural boundaries,
who appreciate different perspectives,

who are better prepared for the workplace, and who are culturally sensitive
leaders. The reality of most campuses,
however, is that there is much to be done
to create campus environments whi ch
are hospitable places for new student
populations.
In the CSAO study, nearly two-thirds of
the respondents (64%) indicated that
they think it is likely that the ethnic diversity of their student leaders will increase
significantly in the foreseeable future.
What are the implications of this change?
Are we ready to do what it takes to
become inclusive communities?
A dean of students shared with me not
long ago this story. He was sitting around
the campfire near the end of a two-week
wilderness experience for student leaders; the students were singing contemporary Christian songs. He asked the young
African-American man sitting next to
him why he wasn't singing along. His very
honest reply was "These aren't my songs,
man. " DiversifYing our campus cultures
will require us to learn some n ew songsboth literally and metaphorically.
As we struggle with the issues associated
with the increasing diversity of our institutions, there are several implications for
student affairs practitioners to consider:
• As Christian student affairs professionals, we must become more culturally competent ourselves. We
must lead the way in developing the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for working effectively with
diverse students.
• We must recruit diverse people into
our profession- both for graduate
preparation and for stafl positions.
• We need a deeper understanding of
the biblical, legal, and administrative implications of creating more
diverse communities.
• We must develop awareness of the specific developmental needs of diverse
student populations and be willing to
provide the support they need.

• Christian student affairs professionals need to provide a prophetic voice
in challenging institutions to develop
programs, admissions policies, and
strategies that are culturally sensitive.

Teaching and Learning
Administrators, faculty members, and
even student affairs professionals are
changing in their understandings about
how students learn and how the educational environments we create contribute to that learning. The outcomes
assessment movement has forced many
educators to reconceptualize what goes
on both in and outside the classroom
and the relationships of those activities to
student learning. We have been challenged to think in terms of what we want
students to know, what we want them to
value and feel, and what we want them to
be able to do. Only when we clearly
understand desired learning outcomes
can we design the experiences which will
produce those outcomes.
In the co-curriculum the research literature is full of evidence that certain kinds
of environments and experiences contribute to student learning. We know, for
example, that student learning is positively related to living on campus, working on campus, having significant interactions with faculty members, having
quality relationships with peers, participating in orientation, being involved in
campus life, studying abroad , participating in community service, holding leadership positions, tutoring other students,
and socializing with people of different
racial and ethnic groups.
There is a lot of talk in our profession
about creating "seamless" learning environments. If this is truly our goal, we
must take seriously our role as educators
in teaching relational and personal competence, career and vocational decisionmaking, spiritual formation, moral and
ethical development, leadership skills,
and wisdom. These are some of the
basics within our curriculum-the co-curriculum. Creating seamlessness in the
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college experience requires that student
affairs practitioners learn to speak a
common language with faculty members,
collaborate with faculty and work crossfunctionally with them , develop an
understanding of how student subcultures affect student learning, and focus
on systemically changing the way we envision the purpose of our work.
In the CSAO study nearly two-thirds
thought that it is somewhat or very likely
that student affairs practice and academic delivery will become "seamless" in
their institutions in the near future. For
this to become a reality the following
must happen:
• We must Jearn to articulate the purposes of our programs and services
in terms of student learning. In
doing so, we must come to realize
that learning involves far more than
simply retaining facts and information . It involves emotions, attitudes,
feelings, commitments, aspirations,
passions, discernment, and wisdom.
• vVe must develop new assumptions
about students, how they learn, what
their prior experiences have been,
what their ultimate goals are, and
what forces in their lives are competing for their time and attention .
• We must tailor the services we offer
to specific student populations. We
can no longer assume that our campus populations are homogeneous.
A one-size-fits-all mentality will not
be effective with our students.
Nationally, only 40% of all college
students fit the "traditional" 18-22
year-old model.
• We must develop new skills for evaluating programs based on what students have actually learned, how
they have changed, what new
insights they have developed.
Assessment is not what we do to satisfY the accrediting associations; it is
a way of determining the impact we
are having on the lives of students.
Continued on page 16
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Student Mfairs Practice in
the 21st Century
Resources
The costs of higher education during th e
past decade have increased at a rate significantly higher than inflation. T hose
outside higher education are high ly critical of the waste they perceive and are
qui ck to propose solutions for greater
cost effi ciency. Those within private higher education are concerned about pricing th emselves out of business and learning how to be more efficient with the limited resources we have. Many feel that
the soluti ons to rising costs in education
are to be found in strategies th at have
worked well in the business world. For
student services this has resulted in
efforts to outsource and downsi ze, generally based on the belief that bureaucracies are filled with mismanage me nt,
waste , and unn ecessary employees .
Generally, the CSAO study shows signs of
remarkabl e financial health among most
of the reporting institutions. About 90 %
of CSAO's expect to see n ew acade mi c
progra ms and campus buildings added,
and about 80% think it likely that th eir
institutions will add graduate programs.
On the flip side, however, about onefourth ex pect to go for long periods with
no salary and to see decreases in th e
number of student affairs staff members.
This suggests several implications:
• The number of for-profit compan ies
speciali zing in student services will
increase. These may include such
services as financial aid management, career counseling, counseling
services, health services, and recreational sports.
• Institutions will in creasingly outsource some student services, and th e
cost of in-house delivery of services
,.,~ ll be compared against the costs of
outsourcing the same services.

• An increasing numbe r of people
who enter the student affairs profession will work for companies that
provide outsourcing sen~ces for universities, and their all egiance will be
corporate rath er than institutional.
• More student servi ce fees will be
converted to user fees in a system
where students pay on ly for the services they use.
• Chief student affairs officers will find
more of th eir tim e consumed with
contract nego tiations, preparing bid
specifications, and labor disputes
Vl~th non-instituti on personnel.
• Some student affairs services will be
downsized or merged ,.,~th academic
or business se n~ces.

Accountability
Generally speaking, student affairs programs and services h ave not been at the
center of controversy over accountability
in high er education. ln recent years,
howeve r, concerns about student behavior and institutional discrimination have
led to increased regulati on of higher
education-including private, churchrelated high er education.
In te rms of stude nt behavior, media
accounts of hate speech issues, drug
raids, hazing, ch eating, ga ng rape , bingedrin king deaths, acquaintan ce rapes,
campus violen ce, and riots by drunken
hordes of college studen ts bring a great
deal of attention to tlw national studen t
culture. Even if our campuses have not
experienced the exu-eme manifestations
of these behaviors, we have our own versions of all of them.
The Campus Security Act has been one
way in which the federal government has
tried to force America's coll eges and universities into accountability for student
behavior. Now, the privacy of campus disciplinary records is being seriously challenged, and the possibility is very real
that these records will be removed from
th e confidentialiLy protec tions of the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy
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Act. This wou ld, in many states, make
disciplin ary h earings and disciplinary
records open to the public. Recent co urt
challenges have forced public institutions in Georgia and Ohio to release disciplinary information on students even
though these records remain confidential under FERPA.
In efforts to eliminate discriminati on in
highe r edu ca tion the federal government has enacted numerous laws and
adopted hundreds of regulations. Th ese
include the ones which require all colleges and universities to report th e comple ti on rates for athletes by sport and by
sex; anti-discrimination laws in adm issions and empl oyment; the provisions of
T itl e IX which require equity in athl eti c
programs for men and women. They
include Lhe Americans ~~~ th Disabilities
Act, wh ich has open ed the doors of higher education fo r thousands of students
wi th disabili ties, and anti-discrimin ation
laws related to age and veteran status.
Cu rre ntl y, reli gious instituti o ns are
all owed to discriminate on th e basis of
reli gio n a nd are generally all owed
exempti ons to provisions outlawin g discrimin ati on based on sexual orie ntation.
Both of these will be hotly contested legal
battl es in th e coming century.
Tn American higher education m the
com ing ce ntury there will be increasing
pressure o n institutions to be more
accountable for student behavior, and
th ere will be increasing regulation of
high er ed ucation (even private, religious
higher education ) by federal and state
governments. This suggests tl1 e likelihood that:
• There Mll be greater media attention in to personal lives and on in dividu al student behavior.
• There will be less confidentiali ty of
student records, particularly records
con cerning disciplin ary actions.
• There will be in creased li tigation
from students con cerning tl1 eir righ t
to privacy.

• There will be an increasin g reluctance among administrators to collect information on student behavior because of the potential impact
of such information on the image of
the institution.
• Student affairs practiti oners of the
next century must be well-versed in
the legal and governmental implications of our work-even within the
private religious sector.
• Student affairs practitioners must
become engaged with the political
process. We must work collaboratively with organizations which promote
ch urch-state separation a nd who
work within the political process to
promote the interests of Christian
higher education .

Is There Hope?
In the CSAO survey I asked chi ef student
affairs officers abo ut their hopes for th e
future in spite of the many changes coming our way. The overwhelming majority
spoke about the teamwork and coll aboration they were experiencing on their
campuses, pa rticularly be tNeen academic and student affairs. Person after perso n used words like unity, fxtrtnershijJ,
searnlessness, integration, collabmation,
1esjJect. The said things like "Our staff has
the big picture;" "we have unity with the
adm inistration and facu lty;" "we are moving toward a seam less curricu lum ;"
"there is openness to coll abo rative learnin g among faculty;" "we are receiving
inn ·easecl respect and cooperation from
academic affairs." One clean wrote, "God
has always been faithful to meet our
needs, and I am sure He is sufficient!"
Many expressed similar thoughts .
Preparing ourselves and our institutions
for th e ch anges coming our way in technology, diversity, teaching and learning,
resources, and accountability is \~tal. To
ignore th em is to commit professional
malpractice . But it would be spiritual
malpractice for us to ignore who we are
Christian disciples, why we do what we do

then, sa)~ n g , 'What shall we eat?' or
'What shall we drink?' or 'With what shall
we clothe ourselves?' For all these things
the Gentiles eagerly seek; for your heavenly Father knows that you need all these
th in gs. But seek first His kingdom and
His righteousness; and all these things
shall be added to you. Therefore do not
be anxious for tomorrow; for tomorrow
will care for itself. "

as Christian educators, and what we must
sacrifice as servant leaders. \liTe must
attend to matters of the heart and the
spiri t and the will. We must commit ourselves to balancing the spiritual, emotional, intellectual, professional, physical, and relational aspects of our lives in
ways that h onor God and reflect our
stewardship of th e gifts he has given to
us. We must see the students we serve for
who they are capable of becoming and not
just who they am. We must sacrifice our
egos, our hidde n age ndas, and our drive
to con trol so that we become people of
integrity personally an d professionally.
We must strive to refl ect th e character of
God in every dimension of our personal
and professional lives.

lt is quite comforting to know that Jesus
is Lord ... even of the future!
Dennis Sheridan, PhD is DejJartment Chair of the
DejJartment of College Student Affairs and
LeadershijJ Studies at Azusa Pacific University.

J. I am particularl y indebted to Charlie Schroede r,

As I think about the future of our institutions and our profession , I find great
comfort and treme ndous hope in these
words of Jesus fo und in the 6th chapter
of Matthew's gospel: "Do not be anxious

Pa t Te re n zin i, Lee Upcra ft, Greg Blimlin g,
Ann e tte Gibbs, Pat King; Marsha Baxte r Magolda,
and Susa n Komives for thei r individual contributi on s to thi s project. Their ideas are wove n
throughout this article, and th ey sho uld be duly
recogn ized.

ASSOCIATION FOR CHRISTIANS IN STUDENT DEVELOPMENT Presents the Sixth

New Professionals Retreat
To be held imm ediately prior to th e ACSD nationa l conference at

BIOLA UNIVERSITY • LA MIRADA,

T

CA . jUNE 4-6, 1999

he New Professionals Retreat is
open to individ uals with 1-4
years of experience in the field
and who are currently employed in
Student Development. Enrollment will
be limited to provide for a hj ghl y interactive format, so be sure to register
Matthew 4:19
early! Several experienced professionals
will be involved in leadin g and teaching acti viti es and facilitating sma ll
groups . The following comments are from past participants:

eel will make

you fishers
of men.))

"The New Professionals Retreat at
A CSD gave me a broader perspective
of what the Student Affain field is
about and a greate1' appreciation for
our profession."
- Greg McCurdy, RD, Evangel University

"I was at a point this mmmer where I lmeiP I
needed a 'shot in the arm' concerning my job. I
really do feel the Lord ans1vered my prayer for
refueling with the Nm Professionals Retreat!"
-Nancy Stewart, Director of Career Center,
Southern Nazarene Universi ty

More information will be arriving soon.
Plan now to arrive early for ACSD and
attend the New Professionals Retreat!'
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FOR MORE INFORMATION,

Judy Hiebert, Tabor
College, 3 16-947-3121
CONTACT:

The Embarrassed Believer:
Reviving Christian Witness in an Age of Unbelief
By Hugh Hewitt
The Embarrassed Believer: Reviving
Christian Witness in an Age of Unbelief
Word Publishing: Nashville, TN., 1998
206 pages; ISBN 0-8499-1419-1
$14.99 us
h e act draws sappy grins from
patrons nearby, my four year old
son singing "Thank you, God," to
the tune of "Frere, Jacques" in the restaurant. And when he doesn't feel like
singing, we pray out-loud . But even if people are looking, they're probably thinking, "Oh, isn't that a nice little family,
praying before dinner." I'm sure it doesn't affront anyone's belief system, or
cause anyone to laugh and scoff at the
Jesus-freaks in the corner. I'm sure we 'd
never be asked to leave the restaurant or
move our table because of the disruption.
Yet we still sing quietly. And not because
of manners.
But where do we really risk what people think? What about a more public
stage? What about while at a national conference? Do we risk intellectually flushing
our credibility in a conversation with our
student life colleagues by identifYing ourselves as believers or our institution as
Christian? How firmly do we represent
our convictions or challenge the assumptions of a presentation or proposal? None
of us wants to slight our own institution 's
credibility in the academy, but not one of
us seeks to harm the cause of Christ.
Hugh Hewitt will challenge the nat1.1re of
how we picture ourselves in the world, but
not of it. I want to connect how we are
part of higher education and yet called to
be part of the family of God.
The Sunday before I picked up the
book I read through a prominent Bostonpaper (which sails listing steeply to port
on most issues). A feature in the Sunday
magazine urged caution regarding the
growing impact the religious righ t is having on the political process: American's
beware! Your freedom is in jeopardy! So
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when I chuckled my way through the first
couple of chapters of Hugh Hewitt's
book as he takes to task the liberal media
elite and their feigning objective critique
of the phenomenon of the evangelical
right, I shouted, "Go, Hugh, go! "
But as Hewitt takes a swipe across the
smirking faces of the intellectual elite with
his open palm, he bonks us in the head
with his fist as he returns his hand to his
side. We are the embarrassed believers.
Few of us probably escape the classification. Those who think they do ought to
think again. The picture on the bookjacket is an overturned bushel >~~th a beaming
light bursting forth from within. In higher education, just to survive, have I covered this little light of mine to better fit
into the conversation about students and
how they develop? And at what price?
The Embarrassed Believer is not a difficult book to read yet it will be extraordinarily difficult to dismiss if you reflect on
the message. This is more tl1an apologetics. It is well written and easily understood;
Hewitt can turn a phrase while hammering
home another blow to our well-practiced,
defensive separation of the sacred from
the secular. Take the following excerpt
from chapter 14, "Actually, It's Not That
Hard."
In the U.S. at the end of the twentieth
century it simply does not require
courage to witness to one's belief in
Christ. It most certainly does require
boldness and the defeat of personal timidity. And there is definitely the risk of
embarrassment and even financial loss.
But there is zero prospect of physical danger from witnessing because of the witness.
Yes, I know. The act of witnessing in a
tough neighborhood can be courageous.
But it is not because of the witnessing; it's
because of the neighborhood. Delivering
groceries is also courageous in such
places .. (p. 82)
Student-lifers v1~ ll find these chapters
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appealing:
"People are Hungry to Talk about the
Deep Things," and "People Are
Embarrassed to Talk about the Deep
Things" (I connect them to meaning
making in the college student experience) ; "A Few Kind Words for Hell" (for
anyone ever confronted by someone
claiming, "All my friends are going to
hell; it'll be one big party, man."); "The
Great Commission Did Not Have an
Expiration Date;" and '"No One Would
Make Up a Religion Like Christianity."'
This would be a great book to read
together with a residence life staff, or to
start a conversation on with your professional staff, if you are privileged to have
such a collection of th e faithful \\~th
whom you work. It can be an encouragement to those brothers and sisters without
the apparent safety of employment within
an institution of Christian Higher Eel, for
those who struggle non-insulated from
the ravages of political correctness and
liberal campus, m edia, and political structures and personas. It has also convicted
this reader of the importance of remaining faithful where we are called to servein the sacred and the secular, in the world
but not of it.
Hugh Hev1~tt is starting a conversation
vl~th this book. We ought to continue the
conversation amongst ourselves, and be
brave enough to let the light shine
beyond our own conferences and our
own familiar groups. He is also challenging each of us that we ought to stand firm
even at the cost of appearing si lly, or
being dismissed as merely unenlightened
or even accused as ultra-right-wing and
dangerous to society by tl1e "opinion
elite" and "chattering class." To describe
e\~1 for those who haven 't the courage . To
challenge assumptions and badly drawn
con clusions. To exhort one another to
greater witness in the face of ever growing
corruption, selfishness and apathy. With
Paul, to say, "I am not ashamed of the

gospel , because it is the power of God for
the salvation of everyone who believes:
first fo r the J ew, then for the Gentile"
(Romans 1:1 6, NIV).
Hewitt warns, "But even if every o ne
of the graduates of Azusa Pacific takes up
the mission , and even if every one of the
graduates of Gordon , Eastern , Hope,
Wheaton, vVestm ont, and the dozens of

other Christian colleges do the same, the
tide is still flowing strongly against them.
The church as a whole must shake off its
lethargy, must recover its voice and boldness" (p.l7) .
He acknowledges the hope of
Christian higher education and in the students who are challenged and led by us,
but our own personal com mitmen t needs

to be added. And even, perhaps, th e
added strength of our institutions influencing the academy - shining beacons
in a fallen world.
Reviewed by Chris Carlson, Director of Campus
Activities and Recreation, Go1don College,
Wenham, Mil .

When Hope and Fear Collide:
A Portrait of Today's College Students
By Arthur Levine and jeannette S. Cureton
Tthen Hope and Fear Collide:
A Portrait ofToday's College Student
Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 1998
188 pages, ISBN# 0-7879-3877-7
$30.95 US/$44;95 Canadian
at are the general characterises of the college students of
he 90s and how do they compare with th e students of th e 70s and 80s?
This question , often central to my thinking, motivated me to read When HojJe and
Fear Collide: A Portrait of Today s College
Student. Through extensive surveys and
campus visits, Arthur Levine and jeanette
Cureton present a general picture of the
student of the 90s and offer suggestions
on how institutions can th eir curriculum
and education al goals to meet the needs
of these students in transition.
The authors begin by establishing that
our students have lived in a time of great
demographic, economic, technological,
and social change. The student population is becoming more diverse and has
grown up in a technological revolution
that has given them access to information
on a global scale. Dming the 90s, the U.S.
lost its status as the financial superpower
and went furth er into debt. The social
institutions that have typically nurtured
students, such as family, churches and
schools, are becoming less powerful. All
this to establish that during our students'
lifetimes, man y things have been undependable and in great flux, leaving them
fearful and angry.
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Perhaps one of the most intriguing
parts of th e book is th e next section entitled "Flaws, Problems, and Decline" in
which we find out what students would
identity as the key or significant social and
political events of their lifetimes along
with who th ey consider to be their heroes.
A picture emerges of a generatio n that
does not h ave a defining hi storical
moment to which they all cling and looks
more to immediate famil y an d ti·iends as
rol e models as opposed to national figures who the students of the 70s and 80s
named as influential. It is interesting to
note that all th e events chosen by th e students as sign if-icant were in some way negative. The events of their time have fue led
a grm1~ng mistrust of government and
politicians along with many other social
institutions.
While the above information seems to
present a pessimistic look for the future,
research shows our students have great
hope and believe their generation can
make a difference. But students feel they
can have an effect most often at a local
level. The chapter concerning campus
politics states students are politically
involved on campus, but the issues have
changed to deal with more on-campus
concerns. The students are now looking at
their education as consumers and are seek
convenience, quality, service, and cost.
While there has been a decline in political
student groups on campus, tl1ere has been
an in crease in support and advocacy
groups, possibly resulting in an increase in
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student activism . The level of students
involved in demonstrations has risen to
th e level it was in the 60s with multiculturalism and rising costs of college being the
top issues of demonstration.
Mutli-culturalism is then discussed in
detai l as it became apparent to th e
researchers that it was a great sou rce of
tension o n campuses. Through group
interviews, the stude nts were more willing
to discuss the details of their sex lives than
to discuss the issues surrounding multiculturalism. The authors present four
characteristics of current students that
seem to contribute to the tensions: preoccupation with differences, mitosis of student groups, segregation on campus, and
a growing sense of victimization.
The final two chapters discuss the personal and academic lives of students. The
findings state students are coming to college more emotionally damaged than in
th e past and have learned to co pe by
retreating from intim acy. Alcohol continues to be the number one source of "fun "
with most of the soci al activities moving
off campus. Academi cally, students continue to go to college to prepare for a
career with less value being placed on
nonmaterial goals such as forming life
goals and learning to get along well with
people.
Levine and Cureton conclude tl1eir
book by suggesting re,~s e d goals and curIiculmn changes to meet the needs of the
90s generation of college students. The
Continued on page 20

And God Created ... Sex

continued from page 19

When Hope and Fear
Collide
authors believe we should be providing four things through the education process: hope, responsibility,
appreciativeness of differences and
preparation for a transitional generation. T hey then offer five specific elements that should be part of the curriculum, which include the study of
communication skills, human heritage, environmental issues, indi,~d
ual roles and values. Through this
curriculum, educators wou ld be
seeking to "marry intellectual \~tality,
wh ich is intrinsic to academe, \~~th
the practical education students so
urgently require today." (pg. 165)
My one critique of the book
would be to expand the conclusion
to offer more detailed and practical
advice on how to carry out the recommendations for change in educational goals and curricu lum. While
the id eas sound good in concept, I
th ink more ti me could have bee n
spent helping us understand how to
make it happen on our campuses.
Overall , I fou nd the book fascinating and thought-provoking. The
authors p resented the myriad of
valuable statistics and tables in a
readable fash ion. While many of the
campuses involved in the ACSD
organization may vary from those
studied, I think parts of the information presented will ring true o n
every campus. H1hen Hope and Fea-r
Collide offers great insight into the
thoughts and be ha\~ors of our students. But read it now, as it ~~ll soon
be time to learn about the students
of the new millennium.
Reviewed by Julie Degraw, Director of First
l'iiar Program, at Westmont College

By Theresa Hanneman and Sarah Marcum

T

his past January a Westmont board
member and his wife happened to
come upon six first yea r students in
an off campus socia l setting. For fun, they
both began to question the students without revealing th eir own affiliati on with the
college. Within in a few minutes, the board
member queried , "So, what is kind of the
hub or talk of campus these days?" knowing
that a comprehensive set of 14 programs
on healthy sexual ity was in motion.
Without hesitation the students replied in
unison "Sex!" Eventually th e couple
revealed their own affi li ation with
\1\lestmont, and they all had a good laugh
because they were schedu led to talk to the
Westmont student body the following night
on sexuality, dating a nd marriage .
This is on ly one exam pl e of how the
programming effort la un ched by the student life clepartmen t has successfully
grabbed our students' inte rest. What initially began over two yea rs ago at Westmont
as a desire to address the growing problem
of students' accessing pornography on the
Internet, evolved in to a fu ll fl edged year
long intensive programming effort on the
topic of health y sexuali ty which was titled
"And God Createcl ... Sex ." In previous
years, healthy sexuality was addressed during chapel and a few eve nin g programs in
the space of one week. Th is effort has
spaced events throughout the academic
yea r and fi·om the first me ntion of that "S"
word, students have bee n listening and
actively participating in campus \vide discussions.
But to back up .. .Two staff members in
tl1e student life department we re selected to
oversee the programming effort; an individual hired specifically as "Pro-gramming
Specialist," and a Resident Director who
cou ld serve as partner and liaison with residence life. Collaboration was a key desired
ingredient durin g the plann ing. Witl1 that
in mind, the effort began \vitl1 a task force
consisting of three stude nt life directors, two
resident directors, the associate dean of students, three professors, and two students.
Several brainstorming and planning
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sessions later, an ambitious and comprehensive programming effort of 14 different
programs [or the 98-99 school year was
solidified. A wide range of program offerings was in motion: speakers in chapel,
even ing presemations in the dorms, panel
discuss io ns, video presentations, a survey, a
elrama/ play, a popular mm~e, and even a
fair. Topics in cluded: elating, intim acy,
physica l boundaries, elate rape, sexual
abuse, masc ulinity and femininity, body
image, and ph ysical health. A comprehensive brochure was designed witl1 a cover
imaginative ly designed by an art student.
An e nticing mixtu re of outside speakers, Westmont facu lty and staff, and very
important stude nts were chosen or offered
to be a part of programming. The college
was fortunate and blessed by the likes of Dr.
Tremper Longman, noted Old Testament
scholar, auth or and co-author; Dr. Dan
Allender imminent Christian psychologist
and co-author along with Dr. Longman of
The Wounded Heart, Bold Love, Intimate Allies;
Dr. Greg Spencer author of A Heart for
Truth: Taking You-r Faith to College, Deborah
Taylo r, M.F.C.C. , author of The Secrets ofl.c-ve,
a book on female sexuality; an d Dr.
Michae l Lastoria, d irector of counseling at
Houghton College.
Includ ed in the brainstorming and
planning sessions as well as surrounding
discussions was pointed conversation on
the nature of the topic, the make-up of the
student popu lation, and the philosophy or
ethos of the college. Aside from the scriptural mandate that intercourse is on ly
inte nded for those who are married, the
campus community wrestled with some of
th e scriptural ambiguities with respect to
the appropriate ness of different levels of
intimacy and questions concerning masturbation. There existed among task force
membe rs and administrators a mutual
unde rstanding that many aspects of th e
topic area such as masturbation and questions of morality are ambi~1ous at best and
a lmost always varied and controversial.
Students, given varying stages in development, often desire black and wh ite para-

meters. Give n these two coexisting rea li ties,
it was predicted that there wo uld arise
"waves" a nd controversy. With top ics involvin g clear gray areas, the goal was to provide
a spectrum of beliefs and opinions fo r students to come to their own co nclusio ns. It
was deemed that the ideal was to use the
waves created by the nature of th e topic
and students to stimulate and create meanin gful dialogue . And as sta ted in o ur
Stude nt Handbook, a goal of th e coll ege is
to create an environment where stude nts
ca n feel free to discuss th e "no n-esse ntial
issues ." With all of this in mind, th e programming itself began . . .
The official kick-off occurred at the
beginning of chapel with each membe r of
th e task force reading a program title and
date and time. Laughter and chee rs rose as
th e student body heard th eir fami lia r RDs,
Dean & Associate Dean, professors, staff
members and fri ends read the various titles:
"Let's Talk About Sex, M1V and Victoria's
Secret: Sex Images and You," "Much Ado
Abo ut Dating," "To Date or Not to Date?"
"How Far is Too Far?" and "The Song of
Songs and the J oy of Sex" among others.
The student body verbal and facial respo nse
said it all: we were offering programs that
met them where they live.
With an excitement and anticipation,
th e first program was launched titled "Le t's
Talk About Sex ." A booth was set up in th e
student cafeteria where students could and

we re encouraged to submit anonymously
any and all questions they had about sexuality, dating, relationsh ips, and marriage.
They were informed that the follm\~ng
week a panel consistin g of the college's
physician, counselor, religious studies professor, and a student in a long-term healthy
relationship, wou ld address their questions
in an evening presentation and discussion.
At least 100 questio ns were collected and
d istributed to the pa nel me mbers. Ove r 200
students (on a campus of 1200) attended
tl1at first presentation. Topics ranged fi·om
how far is too fa r, medical questions about
anatomy and th e act of sex itself, to questions about premarital sex, lust, and masturbation in a moral light.
This article is be ing written now towards
the last stretch of programming. The question is begged: What are th e results? vVhat
has been the feedback? At every program
we have required students to fill out evaluation forms eliciting the ir feedback and comme nts. The res po nses have been predictably vari ed, sometim es heated, and
often positive. Of all those turned in ,
app roximately 85% indi cated on a question
"overall helpfulness to yo u" which they were
to range 1-5, 5 bein g most helpful, indicated a 3 or higher.
Feedback in the fo rm of comments has
ranged from "Awesome speaker! Ve ry helpful !" to (same speaker) "I was absolutely
appalled by what the speaker had to say. "

This much can be stated 1~th co m~c ti o n
no oth er programming effort has drawn as
much pa rti cipation as this. And pe rh aps no
o th er programming effort has created as
much in and outside of classroom dialogue. It is that fact and comments such as
th e fo llowin g that make the glo ry and
e nti ce me n t of the titl e "And God
Created ... Sex" fitting: "gave me more questions than answers, but in a good way. Made
me think a nd question my values," "less
legalistic than I expected, thanks," "more
stuff like this please - this was awesome. I
liked th e ope nn ess and honesty of the
speakers. We don't address this enough. It
was such a great idea to have a seri es like
this," "Liked how honest the guests were.
THANKS! " 'The program didn 't make me
feel guilty bu t gave me more of a desire to
pursue holin ess in this area. It was a much
mo re unde rstanding and less judgmental
approach. "
Sarah Marcum, Programming SfJecialist, and
The1esa Hanneman, Resident Director and
Prograrnming Assistant, serve at Westmont College.
Any questions or com?nents you have regmding this
fJrogrmnming effort can be addressed to them
through email: smarcum@westmont.edu or
thannema©rvest·1nont. edu.

Palm Beach Atlantic College Hosts Southeast Region Roundtable
arm weath er welcomed so utheast region ACSD me mbe rs on
February 19, 1999 at Palm Beach
Atlantic College. A small group of Chi ef
Student Affairs Oflicers met fo r th e on eday roundtable held in West Palm Beach,
Florida.
Dr. Ke n Mahanes, Vice Preside nt of th e
PBA School of Ministry opened me confere nce with a short devotional. An exchange
of printed materials from each coll ege
kicked off the conference and assisted in
the start of th e roundtabl e discuss ion.
Materials such as campus policies, cale ndar
of events, and student handbooks we re
shared and discussed.
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The Roundtable discussion sparked
engaging conversations about such issues
as faculty involvement in Residential Halls,
student leader salaries, ~sitation and curfew guidelines, mental health withdrawal
policies, sexual identity issues, suspendable
violations, alcohol policy, organizational
structures, and other student development
topics.
At lunch , PBA's Dean of Admissions,
Buck James, shared the Mission of PBA and
a touch of history as he hosted a campus
tour featuring the beautiful view of the
intracoastal ocean wate r adjacent from
PBA's main campus.
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Acco rdin g to conference attendees, the
smalle r group size pro~ded an intimate
atmosphere allowing for more de ra iled
questions, specific responses, and the fre edom to individualize specific topi cs fo r
each institution represented.
Special thanks to those who attended
and all of th e Palm Beach Atlantic College
staff who helped make th e So uth east
Region Conference a success.
CmTie Farley, Coordinator of Student Development, Palm Beach Atlantic College.

The Ultimate Student Service: Prayer?
returned to th e office from Christmas
vacation this yea r a little more than
stressed. Like many family gatherings,
this one had turn ed into a mixture of
happy memories, clashing persona li ties,
and ghosts from the past. I returned home
to find my apartment flooded with an inch
of water from a burst pipe and an "o h-sotimely" bill in my ma ilbox for my graduate
school loan s. vVh at a way to start 1999! My
body went to the office and my mind
stayed behind at home , snug in bed and
hiding from all th at plagued me in this season ofjoy.
Fortunately for me, the Lord sent a colleague my way who sensed I was not my
usual self. She took me aside and asked
how my Christmas had been. This was precisely the question I did no t want to answer,
and I feared my tearfu l response would
look less than professional. After carefully
listening to my plight, her response
became a brea th of fresh air to my weary
sou l. She said, "Can I pray for yo u?" We sat
in my office and she lifted a prayer of
encourage ment and restoration for me
that reminded m e of two things. First, that
tl1e circumstances I found myself in do not
determine my worth as a pe rson. She
reminded me in her prayer of what I had
grown to mean to the people I work with
and the students I serve. Seco ndl y, she
spoke hope into my heart. I was able to
recall that never before had God allowed
circumstances to control my life in His
place. In five minutes, my fri end 's prayer
had brought me from the clark brink of
depression to the lighter side of hope. Now
that was more like what I th ough t 1999
shou ld be like!
Her gift to me kept o n giving. La ter
that same clay I welcomed a student into my
office that was obviously as stressed-out as I
had been. My own response surprised me
when I found the strength in my own spirit
to say, "Can I pray for you?" God gave me
the words of encouragem ent and hope that
th is yo ung lady needed to hear, and He
answered by restoring His peace to h er as
we ll. When she left my office, I realized that
my job and my ministry em bodies no other
purpose than to boldly bring "my students"
before His throne, making intercession for
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them and e ncouraging them in the faith. [
had discovered the ultimate student service: prayer.
Wh y was I so surprised th at a col league
stopped to pray with me and not me rely for
me? I guess because I am accustomed to
the non-stop pace of th e profession . Our
Jives are often as busy as th e students' we
seek to me ntor and develop are. Vl/e mean
well when we say, "Sure, I'll keep you in
prayer. " I know I have sa id tl1at man y tim es
in sincerity, but th ere is something a bit too
im personal about that. It lacks the warmth
and person al comm itment demonstrated
in the act of taking a person's hand and
bowing be fore th e Lord togeth e r. When my
fri e nd did that for me, her sacrifice of five
minutes of her valuable time communicated a carin g attitude that whispered to me,
"You are not alone." It said , "I be lieve in
you and you are important to God a nd to
m e. " Imagine th e encourage me nt, th e
healing, and th e hope that our praye rs with
students would provide.
[f the mission of Student Development
is to encourage and promote th e holistic
growth and development of students, then
it follows that Student Deve lopment in
Christian institutions of high er lea rning
can not exist with integrity without an
emphasis on the spiritual developm e nt of
students. Most Christian colleges and universities do mainta in tl1is emphasis, even if
on ly in the historica l traditions and
encrypted pages ofthe Student Handbook.
How can we better commun icate our commitm ent to the students' sp iritual developmenL? How is th e emphasis we place on
spiritual development more evident than
in our own lives? Can we pass the test of
being a me ntor by trul y modeling spiritual
disciplin es? Or is telling our students how
God wants their lives to be enough? It is my
belief that the prac tice of prayer with our
students wou ld send the message even
louder than the words we pray.
Students of today carry heavier and
heavier burdens every year. High schools
are often war zones fraught with battl es of
self-esteem , race, social status, individuality
and acceptance, peer pressure, and family
issues . Students enter our college and university halls nearly defeated and needing
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assistan ce with tl1eir perso nal problems
and an accurate ide nti ty found ed in Christ.
Wi ll they hear our concerns for th eir
career development or care about raci al
harmon y if we have not first heard their
most basic cry for th e "peace that passes all
understanding?" Our praye rs will build th e
re la tionships, communi ca te th e caring,
and minister the healing tl1 ey need to grow
and mature. Our programs on sexual purity, finan cial responsibility, bui lding community, a nd even discipleship will make a
dent, but they will not make a difference
unl ess we also help students to first gain victory in their personal lives. Praye r must
become o ur fore most program.
Restoration and preparation . These are
th e true aims of our profession. ' 'Ve receive
students in one condition and expect to
graduate them in another. Often they do
need to be restored to their fa ith in God, o r
even introduced to Him for the first tim e.
Sometimes th e restoration needed is a
re newed belief in and a healtl1y love fo r
th e mselves, or even a peace accord made
with the past. We can be God's age nts for
change in the lives of our students through
prayer. Our praye rs wi ll also prepare th em
as we ask Him to teac h them, to fill them
with grace and mercy, and to mature th e m
and equip th em for His pla n for th eir lives.
Praye r is indeed th e greatest student se rvice we can provide.
"Is anyone among you sufferin g? Let
him pray. Is anyone cheerfu l? Let him sing
psalms. Is anyone among you sick? Let him
call for the elders of th e church , and let them
pray over him, anointing him with oil in th e
name of the Lord," J ames 5: 13-14 (NlgY,
itali cs min e ). Is there a clearer call? lf
Abraham Maslow were a religious man he
would applaud our prayers, as they meet
our students at their most basic needs and
set the stage for furth e r growth and development. Shall we recommit ourselves to tJ1e
most budget-frie ndly, cost-effective student
service we can provide? Join me as we pray!
.foanie Massey is the Assistant Dimctor of Student
Activities at Palm Beach Atlantic College.
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